
A Note on Two Ways of De�ninga Many-valued LogiHeinrih Wansing� Yaroslav Shramko
1. IntrodutionOne an �nd in the literature two different ways of de�ning a manyvalued logi. The standard way of presenting suh a logi is by singlingout a nonempty set of designated values and de�ning entailment as thepreservation of membership in this set of designated values from thepremises to the onlusions. In other words, a propositional manyvaluedlogi aording to this approah is given by a matrix, a nonempty set Vof truth values (alias truth degrees) ontaining at least two elements, anonempty set D � V of designated truth values, and a set of truth funtions ff j  2 Cg, where C is a �nite set of primitive �nitary onnetives,f and  having the same arity. It is wellknown, however, that the truthvalues of ertain manyvalued logis onstitute latties, see, for example,(Rose, 1951). Aording to Arieli and Avron (Arieli & Avron, 1996, p. 25)it is even the ase that �[w℄hen using multiplevalued logis, it is usualto order the truth values in a lattie struture�. Thus, one obtains another (a slightly less standard) way of de�ning a manyvalued logi whihproeeds by (i) de�ning a lattie order � on the set V of truth values, (ii)interpreting logial operations as operations on the lattie (V ;�), and (iii)stipulating that a formula A entails a formula B iff for every homomorphi valuation funtion v, v(A) � v(B): The most wellknown example ofthe latter approah is provided by the bilattie FOUR2, see, for instane,(Arieli & Avron, 1996), (Fitting, 2004), (Ginsberg, 1988), whih gives rise tothe logi of �rstdegree entailment, also alled the logi of �tautologialentailment� (Anderson & Belnap, 1975, § 15.2) or Belnap's and Dunn'suseful fourvalued logi (Belnap, 1977a), (Belnap, 1977b), (Dunn, 1976).In FOUR2 the lattie order used to de�ne entailment is interpreted as�This work was supported by DFG grant WA 936/61.



256 Heinrih Wansing & Yaroslav Shramkoa truth order on the set of generalized truth values 4 = fN;T;F;Bg,where N = ?, T = fTg, F = fFg, B = fT; Fg, and fT; Fg is theset of lassial truth values true and false. Firstdegree entailment hasa matrix presentation, and the oinidene of the matrix and the lattiepresentation may be seen as mutual support for the naturalness of both�rstdegree entailment and the two ways of presenting this logi.Nevertheless, the two ways of de�ning a manyvalued logi are generally nonequivalent in the sense that not every matrix presentation givesrise to an equivalent lattie presentation. In this note we shall brie�y reall the relevant fats onerning FOUR2 (setion 1), desribe an examplewhere the two approahes might, perhaps, be expeted to lead to the samelogi, and point out that this is not the ase (setion 2), and onlude witha short remark on uniformly de�ning impliation in the lattie approah,whih might be seen as an advantage of this modus operandi (setion 3).2. FOUR2 and B4If we onsider the set of truth values V = 4, the bilattie FOUR2 presented in Figure 1 is said to order the truth values under onsiderationaording to the information they give onerning a formula to whihthey are assigned and onerning the amount of truth that is assignedby these values. The information order �i is just setinlusion, and thetruth order (�t) is based on ertain assumptions about truth, falsity, andnoninformativeness. It is, for instane, assumed that the value fT; Fg(�both true and false�) is less true than fTg (�only true�).Conjuntion ^ may be interpreted as lattie meet and disjuntion _as lattie join with respet to �t. Negation � may be interpreted as truthorder inversion satisfying the doublenegation laws. This interpretationis aptured by the following tables for the orresponding truth funtions:f�T FB BN NF T f^ T B N FT T B N FB B B F FN N F N FF F F F F f_ T B N FT T T T TB T B T BN T T N NF T B N F
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Figure 1. The bilattie FOUR2The relation A j=4t B between formulas A and B is de�ned by requiring that for every homomorphi valuation funtion v from the propositional language into 4 the following holds: v(A) �t v(B). It is wellknown that j=4t is exatly �rstdegree entailment logi.1The relation j=4t an also be desribed in terms of the preservation ofdesignated truth values. Consider the matrixB4 = hfN;T;F;Bg; fT;Bg; ff :  2 f�;^;_ggi;with its assoiated entailment relation j=+4 de�ned as:A j=+4 B iff 8v (v(A) 2 D = fT;Bg implies v(B) 2 D):The designated truth values are the values whih ontain the lassialvalue T , and we have j=+4 =j=4t (see (Font, 1997), (Shramko & Zaitsev,2004)). (However, if we hange the de�nition of designated values andput, e.g., D = fTg, the two ways of de�ning entailment do not result inone and the same relation. We obtain the ex falso quodlibet entailment(A ^ � A) j=+4 B, for all formulas A and B.)Furthermore, in (Wansing & Shramko, 2007) we introdue a soalled�separated 4valued propositional logi� B4* whih makes use of antides1 As we point out in (Shramko & Wansing, 2005), one ould equally introdue in FOUR2a falsity order �f whih turns out to be just the inversion of the truth order. Hene, thepossible (and natural) de�nition of the entailment relation j=4f whih requires that A j=4f Biff for any valuation v: v(B) �f v(A) obviously results in the same relation as j=4t .



258 Heinrih Wansing & Yaroslav Shramkoignated values. The idea is to de�ne a manyvalued logi by introduing two sets of distinguished truth values, namely a set D+ of designated values assoiated with truth and another set D� of antidesignatedvalues assoiated with falsity. In the literature on manyvalued logissuh a distintion is wellknown, see, (Gottwald, 1989), (Gottwald, 2001),(Malinowski, 1993), (Resher, 1969). The distintion leaves room for values that are neither designated nor antidesignated and for values thatare both designated and antidesignated. Malinowski (Malinowski, 1990),(Malinowski, 1993), (Malinowski, 1994), and Gottwald (Gottwald, 2001),however, impose the ondition that D+ \ D� = ?. In (Wansing &Shramko, 2007) it is argued that it is not at all unreasonable to admitD+ \ D� 6= ?.Malinowski alls any struture M = hV ;D+;D�; ff :  2 Cgi, whereV is a nonempty set with at least two elements, D+ and D� are distintnonempty proper subsets of V suh that D+ \ D� = ?, and every fis a funtion on V with the same arity as , an nvalued qmatrix (quasimatrix). If it is not required thatD+\D� 6= ?, we may talk of generalizedqmatries. A valuation funtion v in M is a funtion from L into theset of truth degrees V , and we may restrit our attention to valuationswhih satisfy the reursive onditions stated above.2 Every qmatrix isan example of what is alled a rami�ed matrix in (Wójiki, 1988). Ina rami�ed matrix there are �nitely many distinguished sets of valuesD1; : : : ;Dj .The mentioned separated 4valued propositional logi B4* is givenwith the generalized qmatrixhfN;T;F;Bg; fT;Bg; fF;Bg; ff :  2 f�;^;_ggi:The antidesignated truth values are the values whih ontain the lassialvalue F , and the idea of antidesignated values naturally suggests theintrodution of another entailment relation whih is de�ned in terms ofpreservation of antidesignated values from the onlusion to the premise:A j=�4 B iff 8v(v(B) 2 D� = fF;Bg implies v(A) 2 D�):Now, it is very wellknown (see, e.g. (Dunn, 2000, p. 10)) that in B4� j=+4 =j=�4 . That is, in Belnap's and Dunn's fourvalued logi not only the matrixand the lattie presentations turn out to be oinident, but so are the two2Malinowski de�nes a kind of relation, alled qentailment, whih depends on both setsD+and D�. A qmatrix M = hV;D+;D�; ff :  2 Cgi determines a qentailment relationj=M� P(L) � L by de�ning � j=M A iff for every valuation v in M, v(�) \ D� = ?implies v(A) 2 D+, where v(�) = fv(B) j B 2 �g. A qentailment relation in general isnot re�exive and does not admit of a redution to a bivalent semantis.



A Note on Two Ways of De�ning a Many-valued Logi 259entailment relations de�ned in terms of designated and antidesignatedtruth values.A general question onerning an instantiation of the the matrix approah is: Given a set of truth values, how is the hoie of the designated(and antidesignated) truth values justi�ed? A orresponding question onerning the lattie approah is: Given a set of truth values, how is thede�nition of the lattie order(s) on this set justi�ed? Arieli and Avron(Arieli & Avron, 1996, p. 29) explain that �[f℄requently, in an algebraitreatment of the subjet, the set of the designated values forms a �lter, oreven a prime (ultra) �lter, relative to some natural ordering of the truthvalues�. As mentioned above, it is emphasized in (Shramko & Wansing,2005, p. 128) that in the bilattie FOUR2 truth and falsity are not dealtwith as independent of eah other, beause it is assumed that F by itselfis less true than T , and hene, in FOUR2 fT; Fg is taken to be less truethan fTg. The set of designated values of B4 might be justi�ed by pointing out that it is a prime �lter with respet to �t in FOUR2, but if thetruth order �t itself is not onviningly justi�ed, this riterion remainsfairly tehnial. In (Shramko & Wansing, 2005) and (Shramko & Wansing,2006) it is argued that if we move from the set 4 of generalized truthvalues to its powerset P(4) = 16, we may not only obtain a truth orderon the underlying set of values that is better justi�ed than the truth orderof FOUR2 but in addition also an independent and equally welljusti�edfalsity order. Moreover, against the bakground of these separate truthand falsity orderings the de�nition of sets of designated values in termsof ontainment of T and in terms of of ontainment of F appears tobe quite natural. Interestingly, in this ase the two ways of de�ning amanyvalued propositional logi do not onverge.3. Two natural 16-valued logisBelnap's and Dunn's useful fourvalued logi has been motivated by theidea of truth values enoding information onerning a given proposition,information whih may be passed on to a omputer. A generalization ofthis idea based on assuming that a soinformed omputer may again passon information to other reipients leads in a �rst step from 4 to 16 withthe following 16 generalized truth values (where A = NFTB stands for�all�):



260 Heinrih Wansing & Yaroslav Shramko1. N = ?,2. N = f?g,3. F = ffFgg,4. T = ffTgg,5. B = ffF; Tgg,6. NF = f?; fFgg,7. NT = f?; fTgg,8. NB = f?; fF; Tgg,
9. FT = ffFg; fTgg,10. FB = ffFg; fF; Tgg,11. TB = ffTg; fF; Tgg,12. NFT = f?; fFg; fTgg,13. NFB = f?; fFg; fF; Tgg,14. NTB = f?; fTg; fF; Tgg,15. FTB = ffFg; fTg; fF; Tgg,16. A = f?; fTg; fFg; fF; Tgg,Whereas in FOUR2 the truth order is de�ned in terms of both T andF , on the set 16 separate truth and falsity orderings �t and �f an beisolated. In this 16valued setting, truth and falsity are thereby treated asindependent notions in their own right. For every x in 16 we �rst de�nethe sets xt, x�t, xf , and x�f as follows:xt

≔ fy 2 x j T 2 yg ; x�t
≔ fy 2 x j T =2 yg ;xf

≔ fy 2 x j F 2 yg ; x�f
≔ fy 2 x j F =2 yg :For every x, y in 16 we then put:1. x �i y iff x � y;2. x �t y iff xt � yt and y�t � x�t;3. x �f y iff xf � yf and y�f � x�f .The truth order �t is thus de�ned by referring only to the lassial valueT , and �f is de�ned by referring only to F . Again, setinlusion is interpreted as an information order. We obtain an algebrai struture thatombines the three (omplete) latties (16;�i), (16;�t), and (16;�f )into the trilattie SIXTEEN 3 = (16;�i;�t;�f ), see (Shramko & Wansing, 2005). SIXTEEN 3 is presented by a triple Hasse diagram in Figure2, f. also (Shramko, Dunn, & Takenaka, 2001).Meets and joints exist in SIXTEEN 3 for all three partial orders. Wewill use u and t with the appropriate subsripts for these operationsunder the orresponding ordering relations. Sine from the operationsone an reover the relations, SIXTEEN 3 may also be represented as thestruture (16;ui;ti;ut;tt;uf ;tf ). In what follows we shall fous onthe �logial� operations ut, tt, uf and tf . Sine the relations �t and�f are treated on a par, the operations ut and tt are not privileged as
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Figure 2. Trilattie SIXTEEN3 (projetion t � f�1)interpretations of onjuntion and disjuntion. The operation tf mayas well be regarded as a onjuntion and uf as a disjuntion. In otherwords, the logial voabulary may be naturally onsidered to omprise apositive truth voabulary and a negative falsity voabulary. Also ertainunary truth and falsity operations with natural negationlike propertiesare available in SIXTEEN 3. A unary operation �t (�f ) on SIXTEEN 3is said to be a tinversion (f inversion) iff the following onditions aresatis�ed:1. tinversion(�t):(a) a �t b) �tb �t �ta;(b) a �f b) �ta �f �tb;() a �i b) �ta �i �tb;(d) �t �t a = a.

2. f inversion(�f ):(a) a �t b) �fa �t �f b;(b) a �f b) �f b �f �fa;() a �i b) �fa �i �f b;(d) �f �f a = a.A tinversion (f inversion) thus inverts the truth (falsity) order, leavesthe other orders untouhed, and is periodtwo. In SIXTEEN 3 suh operations are de�nable as shown in Table 1. The requirements that the



262 Heinrih Wansing & Yaroslav Shramkoinformation order �i is left untouhed by the operations of tinversionand f inversion and that tinversion (f inversion) has no effet on �f (�t)are satis�ed by the operations �t and �f de�ned in Table 1, but these requirements might also be given up. If they are abandoned, the de�nitionof tinversion (f inversion) refers only to the truthorder (falsityorder).What this suggests is that not only onjuntion and disjuntion, but alsonegation emerges in two versions, beause �t and �f are both naturalinterpretations for a negation onnetive. Moreover, sine xut y 6= xtf y,x tt y 6= x uf y and �tx 6= �fx, the two logial orderings �t and �findeed give rise to pairs of distint logial operations with the same arity.a �ta �fa a �ta �faN N N NB FT FTN T F FB FB NTF B N TB NF TBT N B NFT NTB NFBB F T NFB FTB NFTNF TB NF NTB NFT FTBNT NT FB FTB NFB NTBFT NB NB A A ATable 1. t and f inversions in SIXTEEN 3A suitable syntax for the logi emerging from SIXTEEN 3 is given by adenumerable set of propositional variables and three propositional languages Lt, Lf , and Ltf based on this set. They are de�ned in Bakus�Naur form as follows:Lt : AF p j �t j ^t j _tLf : AF p j �f j ^f j _fLtf : AF p j �t j �f j ^t j _t j ^f j _fFollowing the lattie approah to de�ning a manyvalued logi, thelogi of SIXTEEN 3 is semantially presented as a bionsequene system,namely the struture (Ltf ; j=t; j=f ), where the two entailment relationsj=t and j=f 3 are de�ned with respet to the truth order �t and the falsity order �f , respetively. Let us make the de�nition of (Ltf ; j=t; j=f )preise. Let v be a map from the set of propositional variables into 16.The funtion v is reursively extended to a funtion from the set of allLtf formulas into 16 as follows:3 In this setion we shall omit the supersripts at j=16t and j=16f and the subsripts at j=+16and j=�16 when we are dealing with a 16valued setting.



A Note on Two Ways of De�ning a Many-valued Logi 2631. v(A ^t B) = v(A) ut v(B);2. v(A _t B) = v(A) tt v(B);3. v(�tA) = �tv(A);4. v(A ^f B) = v(A) tf v(B);5. v(A _f B) = v(A) uf v(B);6. v(�fA) = �fv(A).The relations j=t� P(Ltf ) � P(Ltf ) and j=f� P(Ltf ) � P(Ltf ) are de�ned by the following equivalenes:� j=t � iff 8vltfv(A) j A 2 �g �tGtfv(A) j A 2 �g;� j=f � iff 8vGffv(A) j A 2 �g �f lffv(A) j A 2 �g:Note that in ontrast to FOUR2, where j=4t and the relation j=4f de�ned inFootnote 1 are the same, in SIXTEEN 3 j=t and j=f are distint relations.Turning now to the matrix approah, we may again apply the idea ofdesignated and antidesignated values, and in the ontext of SIXTEEN 3it appears to be rather ongenial to the de�nitions of j=t in terms of �tand j=f in terms of �f to onsider the 16valued logi B16 given with thegeneralized qmatrixh16; fx 2 16 j xt is nonemptyg; fx 2 16 j xf is nonemptyg;f�t;ut;tt;�f ;tf ;ufgi:Moreover, for all sets of Ltf formulas �, �, semanti onsequene relations j=+ and j=� are de�ned as follows:1. � j=+ � iff for every valuation funtion v: (if for every A 2 �,v(A) 2 D+, then v(B) 2 D+ for some B 2 �);2. � j=� � iff for every valuation funtion v: (if for every A 2 �,v(A) 2 D�, then v(B) 2 D� for some B 2 �).We now have two logis, (Ltf ; j=t; j=f ) and (Ltf ; j=+; j=�),4 and we maynote that the orresponding entailment relations of the logis (Ltf ; j=t; j=f ) and (Ltf ; j=+; j=�) are distint: j=t 6=j=+ and j=f 6=j=�. We may, forexample, note that for every Ltf formula A, A j=+ �fA and A j=� �tA,4 The latter logi is an example of what we all a harmonious manyvalued logi, see(Wansing & Shramko, 2007).



264 Heinrih Wansing & Yaroslav Shramkowhereas there exists no atomi Ltf formula A, suh that A j=t �fA orA j=f �tA.Inidentally, this observation poses the following problem: Does thelogi (Ltf ; j=t; j=f ) indued by the trilattie SIXTEEN 3 have an adequatematrix presentation? Also, a more general question arises: Under whihonditions does the lattie presentation of a manyvalued logi allow anequivalent matrix presentation and vie versa? We leave the investigationof these problems for future work.4. Conluding remarksWe onlude this paper with an observation onerning the lattie approah towards de�ning a manyvalued logi. Suppose that (V ;�) is aomplete lattie with lattie meet u and lattie top >. Then we may introdue an impliation onnetive ! by the following evaluation lause,ompare (Hájek, 1998, p. 29):v(A! B) =Gfx j x u v(A) � v(B)g:The lattie operation orresponding to! is alled the residuum of u andit ensure that ! satis�es the Dedution Theorem: For every valuation v,> � v(A! B) iff v(A) � v(B). If v is a valuation funtion, thenv(A) � v(B) iff >u v(A) � v(B) iff > �Gfx j x u v(A) � v(B)giff > � v(A! B)(iff > = v(A ! B)). It may bee seen as an advantage of the lattieapproah that it admits of a general and uniform way of de�ning impliation whih is different from de�ning impliation as material impliations.
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